
“Call for free” Terms of Use

§1 [Subject matter]

The hereby “Call for free” Terms of Use determines on how to use the “Call for free” Promotion provided by Tartel Sp. 
z o.o. located in Gliwice, ul. Kozielska 18.

The Service defined in Terms of Use of “Let’s get to know each other” Promotion comes under the rules defined in 
HaloNet VoiP service Terms of Use, available on www.halonet.pl (hereinafter referred to as “Terms of Use.”)

The definitions in the Terms of Use of “Call for free” Promotion should be understood as it states in the Terms of Use, 
unless otherwise provided in the Terms of Use of “Call for free” Promotion.

§2 [Promotion provisions]

1. Each registered Client is entitled to use the “Call for free” Promotion; only Clients with Dealer or Partner 
Contract are excluded. Clients with Postpaid and Contract Services do not receive free minutes; however they 
can apply for temporary prizes of “Call for free” Promotion.

2. A condition to benefit from the “Call for free” Promotion is to invite at least one person to use HaloNet VoIP 
service. To benefit from the “Call for free” Promotion this person (hereinafter referred to as “Invited Person”) 
must create an account and recharge with at least 10 zł incl.VAT. The invitation to VoIP service means read and 
agreed to the Terms of Use “Call for free” Promotion.

3. The Invited Person must complete the  “Person who recommend” field while creating an Account with the 
Account Name of the person who invited him/her to use the VoIP service and read and agreed to the Terms of 
Use of “Call for free” Promotion. Otherwise, the Invited Person will not be recognized as so. 

4. The Invited Person can provide the Account Name of only one Client. The Invited Person cannot give his/her  
own Account Name. 

5. Each entitled Client who meets with the conditions of “Call for free” Promotion gets 4.20 zł incl.VAT for free 
that is deposited into his/her Account and equals 60 minutes of connections to landline numbers in Poland.  
Free Account recharge will be executed within 24 hours from a date the Invited Person recharges his/her  
Account.

6. Each entitled Client  who meets with the conditions of “Call  for free” Promotion will  also receive 0.35 zł 
incl.VAT (that equals 5 minutes calls to landlines in Poland) for each 10 zł incl.VAT deposited by each Invited 
Person. In this case, the free Account recharge will be calculated starting from the second deposit of each  
Invited Person and it will be executed within 24 hours after that.

7. The Client can use the free Account recharge for any other connection (but landline) in Poland. In case of calls  
more expensive or cheaper than 0.07 zł incl.VAT increases or reduces the number of free minutes. The Price 
List, available on the website www.halonet.pl determines the calling rates.

8. Free Account recharge can only be used to make calls in HaloNet VoIP service and is not subject to change. 
9. There may be additional prizes in the “Call for free” Promotion in a fixed period of time. The rules will be  

announced on the website: http://www.halonet.pl/promo_dzd.php. 

10. Tartel Sp. z o.o. reservs the right to change the Terms of Use of the Promotion at any moment without giving 
the reason, as well as the right to extend or reduce the Promotional period without giving the reason.  The in-
formation about the changes in the Terms of Use of the Promotion or the Promotion cancellation will be an-
nounced on the website www.halonet.pl

§3 [Promotional period]

1. “Call for free” Promotion lasts until the further notice of Tartel Sp. z o.o
2. Tartel Sp. z o.o. will make an announcement 14 days before the end of the promotion on the website 

www.halonet.pl.
3. The last day of the promotion constitutes as well the last settlement day of Invited Person.

§4 [Final provisions]

To all matters not settled in “Let’s get to know each other” Terms of Use, provisions of Terms of Use, Polish Law  
on Telecommunications, Polish Civil Code and other legal rules shall apply.
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